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ZENITH TELESCOPE OBSERVATIOJf^TS,

1911-1918.

INTKODUCTION.
The floating zenith telescope, with which the observations discussed in this

volume were obtained, was designed by the late Mx Bryan Cookson, primarily with

a view to an investigation of the value of the constant of aberration by the method

devised by Professor Klistner, Observations extending over two years were

obtained with the instrument by the designer, and these were under discussion by

him when a fatal illness caused his death. His discussion was completed by two

colleagues, and published in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. Ix.

pt. ii. The internal accordance of the results from individual plates was satis-

factorily good, but the values obtained for the aberration constant and the variation

of latitude showed somewhat wide divergencies from the accepted values, indicating

the possibility of the existence of an undiscovered systematic error.

Meanwhile, it had been decided to discontinue observations at Greenwich

with the Reflex Zenith Tube, as the results obtained were not up to the standard

of accuracy of modern latitude variation determinations, and the observations were

handicapped by the smallness of the number of suitable stars. A request was

therefore made to the Syndics of the Cambridge University Observatory, to which

the floating zenith telescope had been presented by Mrs Bryan Cookson, for the

loan of the telescope for a period of seven years. The results obtained with it

during this period are given in the present volume.

The Telescope.—A full description of the telescope was given by Cookson in

the Monthly Notices of the R.A.S., vol. Ixi. p. 315, 1901. The brief description

which follows is sufficient for the purposes of this volume. The instrument is in

principle similar to an ordinary zenith telescope, but the use of levels, which form

an important part of the latter and to which many anomalies found with zenith

telescopes have in the past been directly traceable, is avoided. This important

advantage is obtained by carrying the two V's, on which the trunnions of the

Wt. 22842/45/378—600—1/21.—N. & Co., Ltd. Op. IB.



4 Zenith Telescope Observations, 1911-1918.

telescope rest, on an iron annulus which floats on mercury contained in a shallow

annular trough. In this way the rotation of the telescope about a vertical axis is

accurately secured. The telescope is held in position in azimuth by two knife

edges carried on the trough in the prime vertical, which are pressed by springs

into two V's carried on the float. Jarring of the float during rotation is prevented

by a spring buffer in the form of a polygon of wire stretched from point to point

of the edge of the trough. Firmly fixed to the float is a vertical sector, divided to

read to 10', so that the telescope can be set approximately to the nearest minute

of arc, which is amply sufficient. The telescope is clamped at any zenith distance

by two clamps, one acting directly on on'fe of the trunnions, and the other clamping

it to the divided sector.

The object-glass is a Cooke triplet, with 6| inches clear aperture and 65-4 inches

focal length. It has a flat field of 14° diameter. Of this field about half is illumin-

ated at full aperture. This is immaterial, since only the central part of the field

of view is used. The definition obtained with the lens is extremely good under

favourable conditions. The change of focal length with temperature is small, the

part due to variation in refractive index being largely compensated by that due to

change in the separation of the component lenses. Consequently, no change in

focussing is necessary witli seasonal changes in temperature.

The telescope tube is of brass, | inch thick and 7| inches internal diameter.

There is therefore no tendency to tilt arising from possible variable magnetic

influences. The lower end carries a circular plate with a rectangular opening,

around which is a raised rim | inch deep, carr5dng three points, against which the

photographic plate is pressed. A wire is fixed in the centre of the aperture parallel

to its length and just level with its top. This causes a break in the star-trails

corresponding to the moment of meridian passage. The instrument is focussed by
means of three screws which move the circular end plate relatively to the telescope

tube, and which also serve to adjust the tilt of the photographic plate relatively to

the optical axis of the telescope. When accurate adjustments for focus and tilt

have been obtained, these screws are clamped.

The three instrumental adjustments are those for level, azimuth, and coUima-

tion. As will be explained later, it is only necessary to keep these small within

somewhat wide limits. The level error has been kept within 15". It is adjusted by
means of a sUding weight attached to the float, and tested by bringing the trunnions

successively over a scriber fixed to the trough. The diameters of the trunnions

differ by not more than 0-01 mm., and a difference of the order in their height

can be detected. Since the distance between the trunnions is 20 inches, an error
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of 15" in level corresponds to a difference in height of 0-03 mm., and can

therefore easily be detected.

The azimuth error can be adjusted by moving relatively to the trough the two

knife-edges which fit into the V's attached to the floats. The knife-edges necessarily

ensure that in rotating the instrument it shall turn through exactly 180°, but it

is necessary also that in either position (circle E or circle W), the telescope shall

move in the meridian when the circle setting is changed. The knife-edges are

accordingly adjustable by means of screws with divided heads, one turn of each

adjusting-screw corresponding to a change in azimuth of 7"-5.

•

The adjustment for coUimation error is made by means of the screws which

adjust the frame carrying the central wire relatively to the frame on the end plate.

It is necessary to adjust both ends of the frame, so that the wire is not inclined to

the meridian.

The observations to determine the adjustment errors may be made either

photographically or visually. The former is perhaps somewhat more accurate, but

visual observations have the advantage that the errors can be immediately computed

and a series of successive adjustments carried out during the course of one evening,

until the errors are well within the allowable limits. Therefore, except at the

commencement of this series of observations, the adjustments have been carried

out visually, and observations secured from time to time to ensure that the errors

are still small. The coUimation error is determined from the times of transit of

two stars, preferably culminating near the zenith, observed respectively with circle

east and circle west. The azimuth error is then determined from observation of a

star whose north polar distance is as small as possible. The level adjustment is

made by eye before the observations, but the value of the level error can also be

determined by observing a star with as large an N.P.D. as possible, and a control

over the visual adjustment is in this way obtained. By observing transits at the

two extreme edges of the field as well as at the centre, the inclination of the wire to

the meridian can be determined.

The Observing House.—Some of the anomalies obtained with various zenith

telescopes have been traceable to refraction anomalies due to an unsuitable design

of the observing house. For the floating telescope, a special house was designed

by Cookson, and this house was re-erected at Greenwich. It is of wood, with

double walls, special arrangements having been made to promote the circulation of

air in the space between them. The opening in the roof for observing was designed

to minimise air-currents. There are three outer shutters on each side of the central
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ridge, and an internal set of three shutters. Exposures are made by pulhng a

shding screen from above the telescope aperture, the screen being manipulated by a

continuous cord attached to its two ends and running round one-half of the house.

The building has two doors, at the north and south ends, but no windows.

In order to minimise the possibility of refraction anomalies in the zenith, it is

desirable that a zenith telescope should be so housed that the terrain to north and

south of it is level and open. This condition cannot be satisfied at Greenwich, and

the building was erected in the main courtyard of the Observatory between Flam-

steed House and the transit pavilion. To the north, the ground slopes somewhat

steeply downwards with the river beyond, and to the south and west are buildings.

These local conditions may have some influence on the zenithal refraction and are

referred to later.

The Observing Programme.—The telescope was designed so that it could be

used in one or other of two methods :

—

(1) For observing stars transiting close to the zenith, a reversal of the telescope

being made on each star. The zenith therefore corresponds to the point midway
between the two trails, and half the distance between the trails added to the

declination of the star gives the latitude.

(2) In the Talcott method, a pair of stars being observed which are respectively

north and south of the zenith and of approximately the same zenith distance, the

telescope being reversed between the two observations. The distance between the

two trails is then twice the mean (algebraic) zenith distance of the two stars.

The latter method possesses certain important advantages :

—

(1) By suitable choice of stars, the mean zenith distance of each pair can be

made small, so that the star-trails whose distance apart are to be measured are

close together near the centre of the plate. With but a few exceptions, the distance

between the stars of a pair does not exceed 15'.

In the former method, the distance apart of the trails to be measured is twice

the zenith distance of the star in question, and in order to obtain sufficient pairs,

it must range up to 3°. A reseau is necessary for measuring, whereas in the latter

method measures can be made directly against a scale.

(2) Since all trails are photographed on the meridian and in the centre of

the field, aU errors of adjustment are minimised and reductions are simplified.
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In particular, the tilt of the plate which introduced some uncertainties into

Cookson's observations becomes of minor importance. .

(3) The trails are parallel to one another and practically straight, so that

measures can be made by setting the trail between two parallel wires in the micro-

scope. In the former method, the trails are curved, and measures must be made
of a number of individual points on the trail.

The latter method does not suffer from any important disadvantages. Stars

at greater zenith distances are used, but any disadvantage resulting from this fact

is more than compensated by the greater freedom in choice of suitable stars for the

observing programme.

For these reasons, and also because Cookson had used the former method,

so that it seemed desirable actually to test the comparative value of the two methods,

it was decided to adopt the Talcott method for the series of observations to be

carried out with the instrument at Greenwich.

The purpose of this series of observations was primarily to determine the value

of the aberration-constant ; the variation of latitude would necessarily be obtained

as a bye-product, but as latitude-variation was particularly well cared for elsewhere,

its determination was regarded as essentially of minor importance. This point of

view was modified as the series of observations proceeded. The programme of

observations was therefore devised so as to give the constant of aberration with

the greatest possible weight.

The programme consists of sixteen groups, each group extending over about

one hour of R.A., and containing four or five pairs of stars, which are photo-

graphed on one plate. The stars were selected from the Draper Catalogue,

down to a magnitude (photographic) limit of 6™ -8. Subsequent experience has

shown that this limit is somewhat too faint. The stars in any one group should

satisfy the following conditions as far as possible :

—

(1) The two stars of each pair must be at equal distances north and south of

the zenith, within about 15'. This condition ensures that each pair of star-trails

falls near the centre of the plate, so minimising effects of distortion, curvature

of field, etc.

(2) The right ascensions of the two stars of each pair must differ by not less

than 3 minutes. The oscillations of the float are of two kinds—the metacentric

oscillations of a floating body, and those due to the wave-motion of the mercury in

the trough. The former are of small amplitude, and of period less than 1 second,
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and may be ignored. The latter are important and, on changing the position of the

telescope, oscillations of large amphtude are set up and a period of about 2J minutes

elapses before these are damped out. As a measure of precaution, therefore,

3 minutes are required between two exposures.

(3) For the same reason, and to allow for resetting, the right ascensions of the

second star of one pair and the first of the succeeding must differ by not less than

4 minutes.

(4) One hour of R.A. must contain not less than four pairs, with suflficient

time left for changing to the next plate.

(5) The mean (algebraic) Z.D. of each group must be made as small as possible

so as to reduce to a minimum the effect of any errors in scale : a practicable limit

is 120", and on account of changes due to precession the mean Z.D. should be a

minimum at about the middle of the period.

(6) The photographic magnitudes of each star should preferably be within jthe

limits 5™'0 and 6™*4.

The distribution of the groups in right ascension and the mean Z.D. for 1913-0

and 1918-0 is given in Table 1.

Table 1.
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The groups are observed as shown in Table 2, which is arranged so that the

observations are made as near 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. as possible, thus obtaining as

large an aberration factor as possible, and in a cyclical order so as to eliminate

the star-places.

Table 2.

Date.
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motions, and for two pairs, for which the proper-motion determinations were very

weak, the mean proper motions were obtained by comparing the mean Cookson

place with older observations. Table 3 gives the B.D. number, the Boss or Groom-

bridge Catalogue number, visual and photographic magnitudes, the proper motion

in declination, and for each pair the annual variation (proper motion included).

Table 3.
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Table 3

—

continued.
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Table 3

—

continued.

Group. Star. B.D. Number.
Boss or

Groombridge
Number.

Visual Mag. Photog. Mag. P.M. in Dec.
Annual

Variation.

13

H

re

I

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9
10

I

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9
10

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

S3 i87S

50 2319

57 1702

46 2220

62 1 521

40 3103

63 1336

40 3136

34 2971
68 938
51 2243
50 2468

62 1586

40 3276

64 1245

38 3113

72 839
30 3223

65 1283

37 3222

59 1925

43 3132

53 2178

49 2959

37 3413

65 1345
52 2434
50 2815

45 2949
57 2057

57 2084

45 3025

57 2144

45 3119

54 2341

48 3142
61 2028

41 3856
58 2178

44 3639

43 3800

59 2334

53 2588

48 3360

B. 4232

B. 4270
B. 4284

Gr. 2650
B. 4359
B. 4382
B. 441

1

B. 4464

B. 4511

Gr. 2505

B. 4614
B. 4672
B. 4702
B. 4727
B. 4752
B. 4790

B. 4869
B. 4893

B. 4948
B. 4980
B. 5005
B. 5031
Gr. 2935
B. 5097
B. 5126

Gr. 3057
B. 5203
Gr. 3167
B. 5265

B. 5322
Gr. 3309
Gr. 3337

B. S43I
B. 5453

«r. 3447

5-64

6-64

4-88

4-86

6-79

6-27

5-47

572
5-91

5-21

6-12

5-19

7-22

6-48

6-8i

5-88

3-69

5-37
6-00

4-29

478
6-90

5-35

6-62

6-19

4-63

5-66

5-65

5-05

6-31

5-04

5-80

7-04

5-87

6-63

4-89

6-90

5-60

6-71

6-01

3-92

S-6S

5-99

6-93

5-68

6-79

5-47

5-06

6-55

6-43

5-,66

6-27

5-86

5-83

6-31

5-i8

6-96

6-65

6-68

5-91

4-24

5-35

6-10

4-68

5-62

6-43

5-45

6-36

6-05

4-79

5-64

5-98

5-56

6-03

5-06

5-97

6-13

6'09

6-i6

4-86

674
5-65

6-24

6-05

5-56

5-62

6-o8

6-58
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—

continued.

13

Group.
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Measurement of Plates.—As has already been pointed out, one of the great

advantages of the Talcott method of observation is that the measurement of the

plates becomes extremely simple. One of the Greenwich micrometers was recon-

structed with new microscopes for the purpose. In the right-hand side of the

micrometer is a fixed glass scale which is viewed through one of the microscopes.

In the left-hand side, the plate to be measured is carried in a frame which can be

suitably oriented and raised or lowered as required. The plate is viewed through

the other microscope. The two microscopes are connected by a bar which moves

longitudinally on a horizontal slide. This arrangement enables any length on the

plate to be projected on the scale. Each microscope is provided with a micrometer

;

that of the microscope by which the plate is viewed is used only for a few hundredths

of a revolution, for which its runs are accurately known.

The process of measuring a plate is as follows :—The plate is first oriented so

that, on running the microscope along its slide, all the meridian breaks in the trails

remain in the central horizontal wire in the microscope. A trail is then brought

approximately under a pair of close parallel wires in the left-hand microscope.

Settings are made with the microscope on four portions of the trail between

horizontal parallel wires in the field, the mean of which is taken. In the right-

hand microscope are two parallel wires, approximately one scale interval apart,

which are set successively on the two nearest scale divisions. The two microscopes

are then moved along the slide until the companion trail is brought into the centre

of the field and settings made as before. The division errors of the glass scale were

very carefully determined from several series of measurement, by the usual method

of subdivision, to avoid cumulative error. The left-hand trail was always set on

the divisions 4, ; 4, 1 of the glass scale, so that the latitude pairs are all measured

in the portion of the scale from 4, to 7, 0. The division errors and equivalent

of scale for this portion were measured with particular care.

The trails having been photographed on the meridian, their curvature is very

small, although appreciable when a trail is brought between the two close parallel

wires in the microscope. The curvature being constant for each star, provided the

same length of trail is measured, no correction need be applied in general, since

the reductions are concerned only with variations in position. When only part of

a trail is showing, so that only the central portion can be measured, a differential

correction for curvature has been applied.

The measurement of a plate in one position takes about 20 minutes. All

the reductions, except the star-corrections, can be performed by the enterer for

one pair of stars, whilst the measurer is finding the next pair of trails on the plate.
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The mean star-correction for each pair only is computed, as pairs of stars are dealt

with throughout. Small nutation terms were included in the star-corrections.

The star-constants were recomputed for the second half of the programme. The

reduction of the measurement of one plate in one position is shown in Table 5,

which is the copy of one of the pages in the observing book.

Table 5.

19 1 2 October 9.
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Determination of Scale and of the Temperature Coefficient.—For the determination

of scale and of its variation with temperature, observations were made of three

groups of specially selected stars, containing in all twenty-three pairs. These

stars were selected from Boss's Preliminary General Catalogue, so that their

declinations and proper motions were well determined. The declination difference

of the two stars of one pair varied from 1|° to 3°.

In observing these stars, the telescope is not reversed between the exposures

on the two stars forming one pair, as in the case of the latitude observations.

The distance on the plate between the two trails of one pair represents, therefore,

the difference in dechnation of the two stars. The telescope was reversed in

position between each pair.

The scale plates were measured with the same micrometer as the latitude

plates. As with the latter, it is not necessary to apply curvature corrections except

when a trail is so defective that measurements of only a portion can be made.

On account of the comparatively large angular distance of the trails from the plate

centre, it is necessary to apply a correction arising from the fact that the micrometer

measures the tangent of the angular distance from the plate centre. This correction

depends upon the cube of the distance, as in astrographic plates. For the latitude

pairs it is negligible in amount, and was therefore not applied, except in a few

instances when the star-trails were displaced on the plate owing to an error in

setting the telescope.

The measures were reduced with an assumed and approximate scale value of

5 mm.= 623"-05, which was known to be too small. The value so obtained for the

angular distance between two trails was corrected for precession and proper motion

to the beginning of the year, subtracted from the tabular value, and the propor-

tional difference for a 10' distance calculated for each pair. The means were taken

and tabulated against the temperature.

Table 6 gives a list of the pairs of stars used for the determination of scale,

together with their declinations for 1900, and other data necessary for reducing to

a different epoch.
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Table 6.

—

Scale-Plate Stars.

17
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Table 7.

—

Scale-Plate Measurement.

191 1 Oct. 30.
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The mean differences for 10' for each plate, together with the mean tempera-

tures during the plate in the observing hut and the numbers of pairs of measures

from which the means are obtained are given in Table 8.

Table 8.

—

Group A.

Date.
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Table 8

—

continued.—Group C.

Date.
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+"•203. Since, therefore, the scale assumed was 5'»'"=623"-05, the correction for

43°-5is +-203x^i^=+"-2108.oOO

Hence the scale values is given by

—

5mm=623"-26— o"-oo4i (T— 43°-5).

This value of the temperature coefficient agrees exactly with the value obtained

by Cookson {Memoirs R.A.S., vol. Ix, pt. ii, p. 101).

.The latitude plates were reduced with the scale value 5'"'"= 623"-26. The

temperature correction was not applied to each star-pair but to the mean Z.D. of

each plate.

Instrumental Corrections, etc.—No corrections have been applied for coUimation,

level or azimuth errors. The errors may attain comparatively large values before

having any appreciable effect on the zenith distance. This is due to the fact that

the correction to apply depends on the square of the error only. In fact, if the

deviation due to the combined errors is c, the error of Z.D. is ^c^ tan 8, and in the

extreme case in which 8= 72° the correction is only "-026 if c=60". Moreover, high

north stars are rare, so that no systematic effect on the aberration can be produced.

The adjustments were checked from time to time by visual observations, at the

periods in the observing programme set apart for scale-plate observations. The

errors have been kept within narrow limits and have not exceeded 20". They

remain very steady, and adjustments are rarely necessary. If the telescope were

to be seriously disturbed in any way, the trails on the plate would appear

unsymmetrical and would lead to the early detection of the disturbance.

No corrections have been applied in the reductions for refraction. The refrac-

tions of the two stars north and south of the zenith, which form one pair, nearly

balance one another. A mean refraction affects both the scale-plates and the

latitude plates alike, and to a very close approximation is a linear function of the

scale equivalent. It is therefore included in the scale value and is automatically

eliminated from the reduction. Changes in the refraction constant would barely

amount in an extreme case to "-01 correction for an individual star-pair, and would

be practically eliminated in taking the mean of a group.

Both the latitude and scale-plates have been measured direct and reverse, and

the mean result used. The practice has been for one measurer (W.) to measure all
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the plates in the direct position, and another (H.A.) to measure them all in the

reverse position. For certain trails decided systematic differences between the two

measures were found. This difference is not mainly—if at all—instrumental. To

test this, a silver reseau was measured direct and reverse by the two measurers,

who obtained the same result. Moreover, when the two measurers measured pairs

which gave a systematic discordance in directions opposite to those in which they

normally measured, they obtained each other's results, within the limits of accidental

error of measurement. The differences appear to be due to a difference of magnitude

of the two star-trails measured, as it is with pairs of widely differing magnitudes

that the greatest differences are obtained. Both observers set too far to the left

(or right in the reverse measurement) on a faint trail as compared with a bright.

The systematic differences remained remarkably constant throughout the series of

measures, and since the mean has always been used, no errors are produced in the

latitude or aberration results, which depend only on variations in positions.

Results of Measures.—The results of the measurement of the latitude plates

are contained in Table I, at the end of this volume. In this table, the measures

are given according to groups, the measures in each group being arranged in order

of date. The first column of the table contains the date of observation, the second

the plate number, and the third the mean temperature in the observing hut whilst

the plate was being obtained. The next five columns contain the mean Z.D. north

of the individual star-pairs. These values are extracted directly from the observing

book, and are therefore corrected for precession, nutation, aberration and parallax,

and reduced to the beginning of the year in which the observation was obtained.

The value of the aberration constant assumed in this reduction was 20"-47. The

fraction of the proper motion from the beginning of the year has not been eliminated,

however, in these figures.

Following the measures of the plates of each group are given remarks on some

of the plates based on notes made by the measurers at the time of measurement.

These refer mainly to trails being faint and measurable only with difficulty.

The probable error of measurement of such trails is above the average value,

but an attempt was made to measure every trail that could be observed. If

one star-trail is missing, the group is incomplete, and the advantages arising from

the smallness of the mean zenith distance of all the pairs of one group is lost.

From the mean zenith distances of each pair, as given in the table, were

subtracted the preliminary assumed values, referred to above. The mean of the

residuals so obtained is given in the 9th column of the table. It is these mean

residuals which were used in the subsequent reductions.
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ReducUon of Observations.—To the mean residuals just referred to the following

corrections were applied :

—

(1) A correction to reduce each pair of a group to the mean of that group. In

adopting the assumed star-places, no endeavour was made to ensure that each star-

pair in any given group would give—apart from accidental errors—the same value

of the latitude variation. Provided that complete groups only had to be dealt

with, this would have been immaterial, as the mean error would merely have entered

into the group correction. A somewhat large proportion, however, of the groups

have one or two pairs missing, the fainter stars not giving measurable trails when
the definition is poor, and on some plates trails not being recorded owing to passing

clouds. In order, therefore, not to waste the incomplete groups, it was necessary

to determine corrections to reduce every pair to the mean of its group. These were

obtained from the mean discordances between the residuals given by the several

pairs of a group observed on the same night. The mean correction for the pairs

measured was applied to each plate ; in certain groups, to this correction is further

added a constant correction to all the plates in the group, in order to reduce the

group corrections where preliminary determinations showed these to be somewhat
large. These corrections are contained in column 10 of Table I.

(2) The fraction of the mean annual proper motions for the group, to reduce

to the beginning of the year. If the group was incomplete, the mean proper

motion for such pairs only as were measured was used. These corrections are

given in column 11 of Table I.

(3) The temperature correction was applied to the mean Z.D. of the pairs of

the group which were measured, so reducing every plate to the mean temperature

of 43°-5 F. These corrections are given in column 12 of Table I.

The residuals obtained, after the application of these three corrections, are

given in column 13, Table I.

It has been seen, in Table 2, that the observing programme divides the year

into 10 periods. The means of the corrected residuals for each group were taken

for these periods. These mean values are given in Table I, column 15, and in

columns 14 and 17 are given respectively the mean date for the plates con-

cerned and the mean aberration factor, whilst column 16 gives the weight of

the residuals contained in column 15. This weight is based upon the number of

plates used in obtaining the residual—plates having three or more measurable pairs

of trails being given a weight of 1, whilst those with fewer that three were given a
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weight of |. The data contained in columns 14 to 17 inclusive form the material

from which to derive the aberration and latitude variation.

The mean residual for any given group and period is built up of three parts

—

accidental errors being excepted. These are—(1) the mean group correction to the

assumed star-places for the group
; (2) the variation of latitude during the period

from the mean value provided by the whole series of observations
; (3) an additional

aberration correction arising from the use in the reductions of an aberration factor

of 20"-470 instead of the (possibly different) correct value.

For each group and period an equation was therefore obtained of the form :

—

Zp-}-t^-\-apqK=iaea,n residual,

where Zp is the mean group correction to the assumed star-places for the ^th group,

tj is the latitude variation during the qtli period, a^^ is the mean aberration factor for

this group and period, and 20"-47k: is the correction to the assumed value of the

aberration constant. The equations so formed have the weights given in column 16,

Table 1.

In the whole series of observations there are 70 values of q, and there are

16 |)'s. From the conditional equations for each group and period, normal equations

were constructed for the 16 z's, 70 fs and for «. These normal equations were

as follows :

—

Normal Equations for the Vs.

ii-S<i
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Normal Equations for the fs—continued.

9 <23
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Normal Equations for the t's—continued.

i6 <,o + 5 2i2 + S Zi3 +3 Zi4 + 3 ^15 - 78-4« =+o-68i

26 <7i + 4 2i +7 2i3 +10 ^14 + S Z16 — i97-6Ar =—0-537
2i-5<72 + 3-522 + 2 23 + 6 Zii +10 Zi5 — 226-3«r =— 1-921

i3-5<73 + 5 2i + 2 24 + 2 25 + 4-52ig — 103-7K =-0-714
io-5<74 + 1-522 + 3 23 + 3 26 + 3 27 + 39-OK =-1-299

7 <7B + + 24 + 3 0s + 5-8«: =-1-04.3

The last five of the above equations were not used in the formation of the

normal equations, but the values of the z's obtained later were substituted in them,

so deriving the values of the latitude variation up to the end of the year 1918.

Normal Equations for the z's.

4921+ 3'l+6<3+I-5<n+ 4<13+5<21+2'23+4<31+5<33+2<41+2«43+2<51+ 5-5^53+ 3<61

+4<63 — 393-7f=- 3-001

55-522+ I-5«2+2-5<4+5<12+3-5<14+2-5<22+2«24+5<32+3<34+6<42+4<44+6-5<52+3<64

+ 4«62+7<64 - 216-6 =- 2-338

5323+3<2+3«4+5<12+2-5<i4+I-S^22+2«24+3<32+3<34+4<42+4«44+6<52+4<54+4<e2

+ 8<g4 — 111-9 =— 1-522

5624+ 2<3+2-5<s+4<i3+3<i5+2«23+3-5<25+5«33+6<35+3<43+ 3-5^45+ 5<63+4<55+6<63

+ 6-5«65 + 107-9 =+ 3-082

4325+3«23+4-5<25+5<33+4-5«35+4'43+2<45+2<53-|-6«55+ 4-5<e3+7-5<66 . . . + I58-4 =+ 3-O96

6326+2<4+4<6+<i4+3<i6+3<24+8-5^2e+6<34+7<36+2<44+8<4g+4f54+5<56+3-5<g4

+ 6«g6 + 228-1 =+ 9-564

60-587+ 2i4+4<g+2<i4+3«ig+3-5<24+8«26+3-5«34+8«36+S-5«44+7<46+4«54+3-5«56

+ 2<84+4-5<66 + 412-7 =+ 4-031

6828+ 2«5+ 2«,+ 2^15+ Zt^^+6t^-^ 5
• 5<27+ 6^38+ ^'37+ 2<45+ 7<47+ 4«65+ 7^67+ 6<66

+ io-5<6, + 306-3 =+ 9-628

93-529+ I-5<5+4<6+3«7+2«16+3<17+6«25+6-5<26+8«27+6«36+5<36+7<37+ 4-5«46+8«47

+ 3<55+4«66+4-5<57+4-5'65+4«66+9<67 + 7o8-i =+ 12-453

I2OZi0+4<g+4«7+4<8+2<16+3-5<17+4-5<18+6<26+9<27+9«28+6<36+6<37+ 9«38+S«46

+ 6<47+7<48+5<56+3<57+8<68+3<66+8«67+8<68 + 542-9 =+ 3-825

I002ii+3«7+4-5<8+3<9+3«17+2<18+<19+4«27+8«28+9«29+5<37+5-5<38+2<39+7<47

+ 5«48+3<49+3'57+8<58+3<59+6«67+ 8<68+7<69 + 172-8 =+ 6-544

95-52l2+ 4<8+3<9+4<10+2'l8+<19+2«20+5<28+ I 1^29+ 3^30+6^38+ 2<38+3-5<40+5<48

+ 5<49+9<5O+7<68+3«69+4'6O+5<68+6<69+5<70 " '56-0 =- 2-I5I

92213+ 3<1+ 3*9+4^10+ 3«ll+3«19+3<20+8<21+7-5<29+2«30+4<31+2«39+2-5<40+6«41

+ 7-5«49+7«60+3«51+I-5<69+6<60+6<61+5<69+5«70 " 6l8-3 =- 8-III

992l4+2-S«l-^5-5<2+4-5«10+3«ll+3«12+2<20+IO<21+6<22+2<30+4«31+5<32+3«40+S<41

+ 5<42 r7<5o+5'si+6-5«52+4-5«6o+6<8i+6-5<g2+3<70 -1114-3 =-11-356

6l2i5+ 4«2+3<10+4«12+'2O+6<22+2«3O+4<32+3<40+6<42+6<50+9<62+3«60+7<62+3<70 - 6lI-5 =- 5-041

50-52l6+3<l+5-5<3+3<ll+3<13+6-5<21+2«23+6<31+5<33+2<41+°-5<43+4<Bl+3<63

+ 3-5<6i+3-5<63 - 386-3 =- 0-262

It will be seen from the above equations that the normal equations for the i's are

much simpler than those for the z's, the former each containing not more than 4 of

the z's, whilst those for the z's may contain as many as 21 of the i's. The k normal
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equation is still more complex, as it contains all of the fs and all of the z's.

The simplest method of solution was therefore to substitute for the fs in the z

equations, and to solve these equations for the z's, determining them as linear

functions of the quantity k. Substitution back in the t normal equations then

gave the values of the fs also in terms of k. Finally, substitution of all the fs

and z's in the normal equation for k gave the value of k.

The 16 equations obtained for the z's are not independent. This is due to the

fact that only the differences of the z's can be determined. This is evident, because

in the equations of condition all the z's can be increased by any arbitrary amount

provided that all the fs are decreased by the same amount, and the equations

remain unaltered. In effect, we can only determine variations of latitude, and

the base-line from which the variations are measured is arbitrary. It is convenient

to make the base-line correspond to the mean latitude ; this can be done by plotting

the latitude values obtained, and choosing the base-line which makes the latitude

curve most nearly symmetrical on either side of it.

The procedure actually adopted was the foUcfwing :—The 16 2 equations were

written out in determinantal form, with a coefficient zero for any z which is absent.

These equations possess cross symmetry, and their dependence upon one another

was shown by the sum of the coefficients of each z vanishing, and also by the sum
of the constant and k terms also vanishing. The z's were eliminated successively,

commencing with z^g and following with z^, z^, . . . z^, then z^g, z^^. The normal

equation for z^g was used to eliminate z^g from the remaining equations, the equation

being multiplied in turn by the appropriate factors and added to the other equa-

tions containing z^g. It is easy to show that the resulting equations also possess

cross symmetry, and that the sums of corresponding coefficients vanish. These

properties provide useful checks on the accuracy of the arithmetical work and the

elimination arranged in this way is both rapid and straightforward. Finally, two

equations in 2^5 and z^g remained, identical except for sign. Zjg being equated to

zero, Z15 was determined, and by working backwards the remaining z's were deter-

mined. By putting 2^2 zero, a symmetrical latitude curve was obtained, so that

no further adjustment was required.

The z equations as arranged for the elimination are given below. The small

italic figures under lines 2, 5, 6, 13, 14 are obtained by multiplying the first equation

by the appropriate factors (given in the vertical column to the extreme right) for

the elimination of Zjg. In the actual working, they were entered in red ink to

avoid confusion. In commencing the second stage the equations were written out
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afresh, the first being dropped and the two fines in Nos. 2, 5, 6, 13, 14 being added

together. The same process was then repeated.

^0- Const.

I +37-30-
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Values for the fs—continued.

'33^+
<34=+
«36=+
^36=+
«,,=+

*40
—

«41=-

•43- =+ •

=+

«46=+
«47=+
«48=+

=+

I09+O-30K

234— 0-83K;

191+ 0-29/0

II9+4-4IK:

114+4:96/0

083+ 5-91/0

142+2-47/0

336— 3-91K

337-1-34'c

089+0-06/0

012—3-36/0

211+ 1-5310

270+3-15/0

237+4-65/0

170+7-37/0

0S9++-09f
106—2-46/0

157—2-19/0

201 — i-oi/o

247+0-95/0

130+1-35/0

178+0-97/0

«66=+
««.=+

^61
=

<65=+
^66^ I

<67=+

^69^+
«70=+
<71=+

174

—

222+2-26/0

244+4-77'c

233+6-90/0

130+5-28/0

023+ 3-S9f

03S-6-59K
149-1-77/0

184+0-93/0

155-0-53/0

054+5-03/0

068+2-59/0

102+4-82/0

191+ 7-25/0

099+S-73'c

105+2-58/0

058— 2-18/0

012-2-34/0

071+ 1-40/0

084+3-I5K

106+0-81/0

164+2-79/0

The normal equation for /o is :

—

- ioo-3<i -146-3*2 -167-3(3 + 2-6(4 + +2-7<6 + 9^-\h + 3o-i<7 + 12-7(3 —
- 96-2(11- 82-6(12- T^-9hz- iS-9«i4+ 6-4(,5+ 3S-2«ia + So-i<i7 - i3-6(i8 +
-234-0(2,-186-7(22— 10-2(23+ 60-4(24+169-5(25+106-8(28+102-5(27— 34-4(28

—
- 60-8(31-102-7(32- 49-0(33+ 83-8(34 +159-2(35 +145-6(38 +116-5(37+ 9-2(33-

I-8(g — l6-2(

2-2(i9

33-3«29

10

38-4'2o

45 '8(30

18-8(39 — 4S'*^40

-126-4(41 —149-2(4^ + 38-4<43

+

— 122-9(51 —228-9(52

— i46-5(gi —192-1(82

— 396-431 — 2I6-5Z2

3S-o«4 i3-9'4, -i26-6(., 63-6<47 + 36-4^41 6-1(49- 150-1(50

64-9^53 + 46-2(54 + 72-6(55 + 92-0(58 + 48-5(57 + 14-5(53 - 20-3(59 - 25-S'60

12-5^63- 8o-7<64 + 98-4'65 + 88-i(g8 + 85-i(g7 + i5-7<68- 43-4<8B- 78-4^70

III-823 + 107-924 +158-425 +228-128 +412-627 +306-423 +708-029 +542-8210

+ 172-8211-155-9212-561-6213-1113-6214—6ii-5Zi5-386-22i8+io6,679-4/o=+ 475-372

On substitution of the previously determined values for the z's and fs in this

equation, we obtain

givmg
55,225/o=-74-894

2o"-47/o=-J|"-0278

Results.

The Aberration Constant.—The value for 20"-47/o just determined is the correc-

tion to the assumed value 20"-470 of the aberration constant. The final value of

the aberration constant resulting from the seven years' observations is therefore

20''-442
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corresponding to a solar parallax of 8"-815. This value is very close to the old

value of Struve.

In order to obtain some information as to the weight to be attached to this

value, the corrections resulting from each single year's observations were deter-

mined, assuming for the group corrections the values derived from the whole series.

The normal equations, together with the resulting aberration corrections are given

in Table 10.

Table 10.

Year.
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—"•036, —"-030, —"-038, —"-035, +"-033, —"-026. These give a weighted mean

correction, — "-Olo, corresponding to the values :

—

Constant of aberration

Solar parallax

20-445 ±0-009

8-8io±o-oo4

These are probably the best values which can be derived from the observations

:

they differ only very slightly from the values derived from all the plates.

Latitude Variation.—The actual deduced values of the latitude variation (in

the sense mean-observed latitude) are given in Table 11, together with the epoch

Table 11.

—

Latitube Variation at Greenvi^ich, 1911-7-1919-1.

Date.
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value in the above table. From this curve, the smoothed values given in Table 12

were read off : these values are corrections applicable to observed declinations and

therefore have the reverse sign from those given in Table 11. They are, therefore,

taken in the same sense and are directly comparable with the x values of the

International Latitude Service.

Table 12.

—

Smoothed Values of Latitude Variation applicable to

Observed Declinations.
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2. If the residuals given by measures in one direction only of two pairs of

trails on the same plate are compared, after these have been reduced to the mean
of the plate, the larger mean discordance of J^0"-214 is obtained. This corresponds

to a probable error for the mean residual on one plate of i0"-045. This probable

error is made up partly of the errors of measurement just determined, but super-

imposed on these are other errors of an accidental nature due to varying instru-

mental, atmospheric, or other causes : such errors vv^ould result in two star-pairs

giving different latitudes. In this connection reference may be made to a paper

entitled " Irregularities in Atmospheric Refraction," by F. Schlesinger (Pub.

Allegheny Obsy., vol. iii, No. 1, 1913), in which it is conclusively shown that slow

oscillations in refraction occur, which may persist for as long as one minute and

may amount to an appreciable fraction of one second of arc. Evidences of such

variations in refraction are to be found on some of the plates taken with the floating

zenith telescope. They become apparent, when a trail is placed between the

parallel wires of the micrometer, by an irregular waviness.

Separating out the errors of measurement, we have for the " error of the star-

trails " (as we may designate these refraction effects) J:;
"-039. The only way to

reduce the effect of these irregularities would be to restrict observations to the

nights of best definition. This is, however, not possible. The number of clear

nights per year is none too many for the purpose of securing accurate group connec-

tions, and, particularly in winter, observations must at times be obtained with very

unfavourable definition, in order to obtain a group connection at all.

3. The probable error of a single plate has been estimated, from internal

evidence only, to be J^0"-045. An estimate may also be obtained by comparing

the plate residuals of all plates observed consecutively. For this purpose and for

the subsequent investigation, the latitude variation (read from the smoothed curve)

and the group corrections were first separated from the plate residuals. After this

had been done, the mean discordance between the residuals of two consecutive

plates was found to be ^0"-099. This corresponds to a probable error for a single

plate of i0"-059. The excess of this value over the previously determined value

must be due to the totality of errors which affect consecutive plates accidentally.

The value of these errors, which we may collectively call " the error of the plate,"

amounts to ±0"-038.

4. The residuals used in the preceding section should have been zero, if the

determinations of latitude variation, etc., were absolutely accurate. Their mean
value gives a determination of the error from all causes combined. The arithmetic

mean of all the residuals used in the differencing in the preceding section is 0"-091.

Vabiation of Latitude, 1911-1918. B
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The mean value for all the plates used is practically identical, viz., 0"-092. This

value corresponds to a total probable error for one plate of J::0"-078. The difference

between this value and the value ^tO ""059 perviously found is due to causes which

affect consecutive plates equally. This " error of the night " amounts to ^bO "'051.

We have then the following summary of the various probable errors affecting

a single plate :

—

Error of measurement

,, the star-trails

,, the plate

„ the night

Resultant

±•023

±•039

±•038

±•051

±•078

Each value of the latitude variation depends, on the average, upon the mean
of about twenty plates. It follows that the probable error of each value should be

about J^0"*017. This is of about the same magnitude as the probable error of the

latitude variation determinations of the International Latitude Service.

The Error of the Night.—A few remarks in reference to this error are advisable,

inasmuch as it is considerably the largest of the errors which combine to form the

resultant probable error of ^^j^C'-OTS for a single plate. Early in the series of

observations, it was noticed that occasionally a plate would be obtained, the residuals

of the individual star-pairs of which were in good agreement amongst themselves,

but which differed considerably from those obtained in the same group on adjacent

nights. Also, a tendency was noticed for the residuals of all the plates obtained

on one night to have the same sign—latitude variation and group corrections having

previously been eliminated. The most striking instance of this phenomenon is,

perhaps, given by the night of 1915, April 28, that being the only night during the

series on which five plates were obtained. The group numbers and residuals,

after eliminating latitude variation and group corrections, for that night are :

—

VII., +'^09 ; VIII., +"-i2 ; IX., +"-i^ ; X., +"^09 ; XL, +"•03.

As another illustration, the series of residuals obtained from the same four groups

from four nearly adjacent nights' observations may be quoted :

—

Date.
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Many other similar examples could be quoted from the results.

The only possible interpretation seems to be the assumption of a change in the

apparent position of the zenith, which may persist for at least several hours, but

which, as the results quoted above for 1916 August 4 and 5 indicate, may occur in

different directions on consecutive nights.

That such shifts may occur has been suspected in previous series of observations

for latitude variation. The most conclusive evidence is, perhaps, that obtained

by C. L. Doolittle from simultaneous observations during the years 1906 to 1911

with a zenith telescope and a reflex zenith tube at the Flower Observatory. The
residuals given by the two instruments were more often of the same sign than of

opposite sign. Of ten cases where the residuals from both series were three times

their probable errors, like signs occurred in eight cases. In the three instances in

which both residuals were four times their probable error, the signs were like.

Thus the large residuals had a very marked tendency to be of the same sign. This

excludes the possibility of an instrumental origin.

A similar conclusion was also arrived at by Schlesinger {Ast. Journ., No. 574)

from a discussion of the simultaneous observations of Marcuse and Preston at

Waikiki in 1891-1892, and by F. E. Ross {U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Special

Publication, No. 27, 1915) from a discussion of a series of simultaneous observations

made with a specially constructed photographic zenith tube and with a visual zenith

telescope at Gaithersburg.

The night error is therefore to be attributed to causes having an origin outside

the instrument, the observing hut or the observer. It may persist throughout the

night or possibly even for a longer period. Comparison of the latitude results

obtained at the several stations of the International Latitude Service makes evident

the existence from time to time at a station of a systematic deviation from the

latitudes calculated from the mean of all the stations. Such disturbing effects, or

refraction anomalies, are probably attributable to meteorological causes.

If this were so, the magnitude of the night-error might be expected to be largely

dependent upon the configuration of the terrain in the neighbourhood of the

observing station. Such evidence as is available supports this view. The sites for

the International Stations were carefully chosen so as to avoid possible anomalous

effects arising from the local configuration ; the land to the north and south of

them is flat and level. The night-error for these stations might therefore be expected

to be small in magnitude. Schlesinger, discussing the earlier results of the Inter-

national Service (Pm&, Allegheny Ohs., vol, iii, No, 8), finds evidence for a sHght
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tilting of the air strata, having a value, in the sense of mean error, of +0"-013.

Ross, from a more thorough discussion of the simultaneous observations at Gaithers-

burg (one of the International Stations) with the two instruments, finds a night-

error of amount J^0"-016. On the other hand, Schlesinger found a night-error in

the observation at Waikiki of amount 4;0"-08 (mean error) or ^0"-068 (probable

error). Now, at Waikiki, the observing huts were in a very unfavourable position,

with mountains immediately to the north and sea to the south.

The observations at Greenwich with the floating telescope give a night-error

of J20"-051 which, although much smaller than that obtained at Waikiki, is more

than three times the amount of the night-error at Gaithersburg. It is probable

that the size of this error is to be attributed to the unfavourable site of the observing

hut, which was chosen of necessity as the only site available in the Observatory

grounds. The hut is in the front courtyard near the brow of Greenwich Hill, which

slopes down, steeply at first and then gradually, towards the river. The Observa-

tory buildings are mainly on the south and west sides of the courtyard, which is

exposed to the north and east. The courtyard is therefore more sheltered from

south and west winds than from north and east winds.

This fact suggested examining whether there was any correlation between the

signs of the plate residuals and the direction and strength of the wind. The residuals

of each plate was plotted on squared paper against the direction of the wind during

the plate. A very pronounced correlation was at once noticed. For N.W. and

S.E. winds the plotted points were equally spread above and below the zero line.

For N.E. winds, however, there was a large preponderance of positive residuals,

whilst for S.W. winds there was an equally large preponderance of negative residuals.

The mean positive residual for N.E. winds was about +0"-05
; for S.W. winds the

mean residual was about —0"-05. For any direction of the wind, the mean residual

could be represented by the simple harmonic

+ o"-o5 cos (^—45)

where 9 is measured from N. through E.S.W. Thus 0=90° corresponds to an E.

wind, etc.

No correlation was found to exist between the sign or magnitude of the residuals

and the strength of the wind.

This strongly-marked dependence of the residuals upon the wind direction is

not attributable to an influence of the wind upon the floatation of the instrument.

Were this the case, the maximum effects would be obtained with N. and S. winds,

and zero effects with E. and W. Moreover, observations made on gusty nights
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show that oscillations of the telescope are not produced by strong gusts. The

effect could be qualitatively explained on the assumption of a barometric gradient,

the direction of the wind being connected with the direction of the isobars by the

law of Buys-Ballot. Numerically, however, the effect is about ten times larger

than that which would be given by a normal barometric gradient. It is probable

that an explanation must rather be looked for in the local configuration of the

isobars or isothermals. It is easily conceivable that there may be a considerable

tilt of the surfaces of equal temperature to the north of the instrument, due to the

gradient of the ground. A horizontal temperature gradient of 1° C. per 100 feet

would tilt the equal-density surfaces through 45°, and this would produce a deflec-

tion of 0"-l within 50 feet of the ground (Eddington, M.N., R.A.S., vol. Ixxviii,

p. 615, 1913). Moreover, negative residuals would be obtained if the air in the

courtyard were warmer than that outside : since the courtyard is sheltered princi-

pally from S.W. winds, it might be anticipated that negative residuals would

occur with such winds. Without some fairly accurate knowledge of the density and

temperature in different positions and at different heights above the ground it

does not seem possible to investigate the matter more definitely.

It is important to ascertain whether the night-error has any systematic effect

upon the aberration constant. In order to investigate this question a hjrpothetical

wind correction of amount —0"-05 cos {0—45) was applied to the plate-residuals,

according to the direction of the wind during the plate. A new solution for the

aberration constant was then made, assuming the previously determined group

corrections and excluding residuals exceeding ;J:0"-20. No evidence of any

systematic effect was obtained, the discordance between the several years being

somewhat increased. The resulting aberration correction deduced in this way was
—0"-010 ±0"-010, giving a value of the constant of 20"-460.

•

Discussion of Latitude Results.—On comparison of the observed latitudes with

their representation by a smooth curve, it will be seen that only in a few exceptional"

cases does the observed value deviate from the smooth curve by more than 0"-05.

This is what would be expected from the probable error of ±:0"-0n given above.

Thus, although the programme of observation was not designed primarily for the

determination of latitude variation, it is evident that it is eminently suitable for

this purpose. The values so determined have been used in the reduction of the

Greenwich meridian observations. In their derivation, the quantity k has been

put equal to zero : i.e., the value 20"-47 has been assumed for the constant of

aberration. If the value of k actually determined above had been inserted, the

alteration thereby caused in the latitude variation values would in no instance

have amounted to as much as 0"-01. By placing « =0, the latitude variation results
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become directly comparable with the results of the International Latitude Service :

further, the value 20"-47 for the aberration is used in the Greenwich meridian

reductions, in which the present series of latitude variation results have been

used.

The latitude results have been compared with the International Latitude

Service results with a view to obtaining some information relating to the Kimura
or so-called " z " term in the latitude variation. Many hypotheses have been put

forward by various investigators as explanations of this term. The general con-

sensus of opinion now tends to the view that the term is largely, though probably

not entirely, of meteorological origin. It has been suggested that it is due to a

seasonal refraction. The comparison of the latitude variation results given by the

several stations of the International Latitude Service proves the existence of long-

continued " sets " in the atmosphere, which cause long-period discrepancies between

the mean curves and the values provided by the individual stations. If such sets

are seasonal in nature, they would give rise to an annual term in the latitude

variation which is similar to the Kimura term.

Valuable information bearing upon the z-term was provided by Ross's simul-

taneous observations at Gaithersburg with a photographic zenith telescope and the

visual instrument of the International Latitude Service, to which reference has

already been made above. During the period 1911-1914, over which the observa-

tions extended, the double amplitude of the Kimura term as determined with the

visual instrument was 0"-123, and with the photographic instrument 0"-105. The

mean amplitude adopted, however, for the same period by the International

Latitude Service was 0"'063. It is obvious, from this comparison, that the z-terms

given by the two instruments are in good agreement, indicating a cause other than

instrumental, but that they differed from the mean z-term adopted from the

observations at six stations. The difference is not surprising when it is remembered

that a fluctuation in the latitude of any one of the stations from which z is computed

will produce a corresponding fluctuation, of smaller amplitude, in z.

It follows that, if the highest accuracy is required, the variation of latitude

at any station must be determined from observations made at that station itself.

The uncertainties entering into the determination of z do not affect the determina-

tion of the X and y components of the polar motion. The International determina-

tions of these components are therefore suitable for investigations of the polar

motion. The meteorological causes which are largely responsible for the z-term

vary, however, from station to station.
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These conclusions are strengthened by the comparison between the present

results and the International results for the same period, in so far as the latter are

available. The latitude variation determined at Greenwich has been compared

with the X component of the polar motion. The difference between the two series

should represent the z-term at Greenwich. The definitive results of the Inter-

national Latitude Service for the period since 1912-0 have not yet been published,

but the provisional values given in Ast. Nach., No. 4969, for the period 1912-0 to

1918-0 have been used.

Table 13 contains the results of the comparisons. The difference Greenwich

minus International value of x is denoted by Za and is compared with Zj, the Inter-

national value of 2, for the years 1912-0 to 1918-0. The mean values for the six
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solstices. The z-term given by the International results shows considerable varia-

tions, however. For the years considered above, the mean values of 2, give a

somewhat irregular curve, which is not capable of accurate representation by a

simple cosine curve. It may be stated, however, to follow the curve for z^ with a

phase difference of about 30°, i.e. with approximately one month's retardation.

The total amphtude is somewhat greater than that of z^.

The effect on the Greenwich z-term of neglecting large plate residuals and also

that of inserting hypothetical wind corrections has been examined. In neither

case is either the amplitude or phase of the 2-term appreciably altered.

The reality of the phase difference is confirmed by considering the two periods

1912-1914 and 1915-1917 separately. Although the irregularity arising from

accidental errors is increased, the phase difference is found to be in the same sense

during each period. This confirms the reality of the difference between the value

of 2 at Greenwich and at the International stations.

It is to be noted that, although the existence of a large night-error at Greenwich

has been demonstrated, the 2-term computed on the assumption that the Inter-

national values of x are accurate has an amplitude smaller than that of the mean
z-term at the International stations. This justifies the conclusion that the night-

error has no systematic effect on the observations, but merely increases their

accidental error.

When the Greenwich results are compared with the values computed from the

International results, the 2-term being included, the residuals given in Table 14

are obtained, an adjustment having first been made to reduce both series to the

same mean position of the pole :—

Table 14.

—

Greenwich minus International.

Unit 0"-01.
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The systematic runs in the signs of these residuals indicate discordances which

are not attributable to accidental errors. The mean discordance gives an annual

term similar in nature to the z-term but differing in phase. The systematic nature

of the residuals is, in fact, due to the phase of the Greenwich z-term not being in

agreement with that derived from the International results, as referred to above.

This affords further support to the contention that for results of the highest accuracy

the latitude variation corrections to be applied to meridian observations made at

any observatory must be deduced from latitude variation observations made at

the same observatory.

Chandler's Period.—The latitude variation consists mainly of two terms with

periods of one year and approximately fourteen months. The period of seven years

during which the observations have been continued contains about six of the

fourteen-monthly periods. It is therefore of interest to ascertain what value is

furnished by the observations for the Chandler period. In order to eliminate as

far as possible the effect of the annual term, the actual latitude variations them-
selves were not used, but the differences of values separated by an interval of one

year. The epochs were then obtained by interpolation at which these differences

were zero. The usual practice has been to deduce the Chandler period from the

epochs at which maxima and minima values were obtained ; these epochs, however,

are obtainable with much less accuracy than those at which zero values were
obtained.

In this way the following epochs at which <^,—^,+1 vanishes were obtained :

—

1912-06 1913-98 1915-70 1917-41

12-72 14-48 16-25 i7"99

13-37 15-07 16-87

If p denote the Chandler period and t the mean epoch, the following equations

are obtained :

—

<+o-5_p=i9i5-7o

t-^i-op= 16-25

t-\-i-^p= 16-87

t-\-z-op= 17-41

<+2-5jB= 17-99

i— 2-5^=1912-06
t—2-0p= 12-72

t-i-5P= 13-37

t—i-op= 13-98

t—o-sp= I+-48

t = 15-07

The normal equation for p gives

55;)= 64-67,

or
^9=1-176 years=43o days.

The generally accepted value of the Chandler period is about 432 or 433 days.

The agreement of the period of 430 days, just determined, with the generally
Vabiatioh of Latitcjde, 1911-1918. p
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accepted value, derived from long series of observations, is as close as can be

expected in view of the relatively short period over which the present series of

observations have extended.

The Aberration Constant.—The determination of the aberration constant is a

matter of much greater difficulty than the determination of the latitude variation.

For the latter purpose, every good plate carries equal weight, and the accuracy of

the final result can be assured, provided that sufficient plates can be obtained for

the accurate determination of the group corrections. In the determination of the

aberration constant, however, the weight of each plate must be proportional to its

aberration factor, which has its greatest value at 6 o'clock in the evening and in

the morning. The plates obtained in the winter therefore have a much greater

effective weight than those obtained in the summer, when the observations must of

necessity be made within an hour or two of midnight.

Unfortunately, the plates obtained during the winter are, in spite of the longer

nights, not only generally fewer than those obtained in the summer owing to the

much smaller proportion of sufficiently clear nights, but their average quality is

considerably inferior. The summer plates show, on the average, trails which are

at least one-half magnitude fainter than the faintest stars recorded during the

winter. A far greater proportion of the winter plates, therefore, have reduced

weights through one or two pairs of trails of the fainter stars being too faint to

be measurable.

The tendency on the part of the measurers has been to measure whatever trails

have been visible. When a lengthy spell of cloudy weather has prevailed and only

a few poor plates have been obtained during the interval, it has been necessary to

include these plates in order to maintain accurate group corrections. Where plates

have been numerous, a- few bad plates have been rejected. It is questionable

whether it might not have been advisable to reject more freely ; unfortunately

the proportion of fine nights is small, so that the freedom to reject is considerably

limited. In future, however, all plates which on being viewed in the microscope

are not considered suitable for accurate measurement will be forthwith rejected.

The greatest disadvantage under which the photographic method la"bours is that

the range of magnitude available for use is very limited. Stars north of the zenith

which are of a fainter magnitude than those south of the zenith can be used, but,

on the average, it may be stated that stars brighter than S^-O (photographic) are

too bright, whilst stars fainter than 6'"'4 are too faint. A bright star gives a broad

black trail upon which it is difficult to set the two micrometer wires accurately.
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Moreover, such stars give large personal differences when measured direct and

reverse, which would probably prove troublesome if several measurers were used,

since their personalities might conceivably differ considerably. With the faint stars,

on the other hand, too large a proportion of trails are found to be fainter than is

desirable for accurate measurement. Double stars, with a separation up to 16"

are also objectionable in the micrometer ; the original catalogue was found to

contain a few of these.

For all these reasons, the difficulty of determining the constant of aberration

is increased. Whilst, therefore, it certainly appears as though the correction to

the value 20"-47 ultimately derived will be negative, since five out of the seven

years have given negative corrections, too much stress should perhaps not be laid

upon the actual value of the correction obtained. For it is doubtful whether the

observations can be regarded as having been continued for a sufficient length of

time for the accidental errors to have been sufficiently smoothed out. Suppose, for

instance, that at a time when the aberration factor had approximately its maximum
value, say, 20", two plates were obtained which gave residuals of J::0"-2, after

separating out latitude variation and group correction. These plates would

contribute to the right hand side of the normal equation for k an amount 20" X -2 X 2

or 8" ; now for the separate years the right-hand sides of the equations for k vary

between +20" and —34", so that the resulting value of k might be materially altered

by the inclusion of two plates such as we have just supposed.

The longer the observations are continued, the greater will be the probability

that such accidental errors will be smoothed out. Whilst, therefore, observations

are being continued for the determination of latitude observation, material is

being accumulated for the improvement of the determination of the constant of

aberration.

General Remarks.—It is concluded from the results of these observations that

the floating zenith telescope will give an accurate determination of latitude varia-

tion, and that it is reasonable to suppose that the accumulated observations will,

in time, give a determination of the aberration constant of a high order of accuracy.

The design of the telescope is such that the effect of all errors is reduced to a

minimum and the process of measurement is simple and straightforward. No
evidence of systematic errors has been detected.

In the light of present experience, it seems that a somewhat larger aperture

for the object-glass would have been desirable in order that stars down to, say,

T^-O (photographic) might be obtained with facility. A much greater choice of

stars would then be available. Alternatively, some advantage would be gained if
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a doublet lens were used instead of a triplet. The triplet type was decided upon by

Cookson in order to obtain the flat field which was essential for his method of

using the telescope. In the present programme only the centre of the field is used,

so that a doublet lens would suffice. Messrs Cooke & Sons, Ltd., state that a 12 per

cent, gain in light would result if a doublet lens were used. This would prove very

valuable in the case of the faint stars.

Colatitude of Observing Hut.—For the determination of the latitude variation

and aberration constant, we require to know only the variations in the declinations

or zenith distances of the stars and not their absolute declinations. When values

of the latter are assumed, the mean latitude of the observing hut can be deduced.

The observing programme contains 21 pairs of stars, both of which are con-

tained in Boss' Preliminary General Catalogue, and these can be used to give a

value of the latitude, based upon Boss' system of declinations. The results are

given in Table 15. In this table, the mean zenith distance north includes the

reduction to the mean of the group and also the group correction.

Table 15.

Group and Pair.
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accordance with the probable errors of the Boss decUnations as given in the P.O.C,

the mean latitude is determined as

51° 28' 38"75

corresponding to a colatitude of 38° 31' 21 "-25.

The Cookson telescope is situated 75 feet (=0"'75) to the north of the transit

circle, so that the corresponding colatitude for the latter is 38° 31' 22"-00.

The comparison by Boss (Astron. Journ., Nos. 531-2) of his catalogue with

NewcornVs Fundamental Catalogue shows a mean systematic difference in declina-

tion for the zone of declination which includes the zenith at Greenwich in the sense

Boss-Newcomb=—0"-18. Therefore on the basis of Newcomb's declinations the

value of the colatitude of the Greenwich transit circle would be 38° 31' 21 "-82.

The value adopted in the Greenwich reductions is 38° 31' 21 "-80.

Several of the Cookson pairs have been observed with the transit circle during

the course of the latitude observations. The colatitudes given by the observations

of these stars, corrected for latitude variation, are contained in Table 16, in which

are also given the number of observations of each star.

Table 16.

Group and Pair.
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Table 16

—

continued.

Group and Pair.
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Future Observations.—The telescope has been loaned to the Royal Observatory

for a further period of seven years, and observations are to be continued for the

determination of the latitude variation at Greenwich and to obtain further material

for the determination of the aberration constant.

The programme of observation has been slightly modified, the brightest and

faintest stars having been cut out and replaced by others so chosen that the mean
Z.D. of each group has been reduced. A few close doubles which were objectionable

from the measurer's point of view have also been removed. Sufficient of the

original pairs remain, however, to ensure that the group corrections at the beginning

of the second period are fairly accurate.

Personal.—The erection of the telescope at Greenwich and the preliminary

adjustments and trials were carried out under the supervision of Prof. A. S.

Eddington, then Chief Assistant at the Royal Observatory. Prof. Eddington was

also responsible for the selection of stars for the observing programme and for two

of the scale-plates and for the general programme of observation ; in addition, he

had general charge of the instrument until he left Greenwich in June 1913. Mr H. S.

Jones then took over the charge of the instrument and also introduced the summer

scale-plate and determined the temperature coefficient of the scale.

The regular transit circle observers, Messrs W. W. Witchell, R. Cullen, F.

Jeffries, and H. Acton have alternated duties with the Cookson and transit instru-

ments. Further duties have been taken as required by The Astronomer Royal,

Messrs H. S. Jones, J. Jackson, H. Furner, and H. Newton.

The measurement of the plates has been entirely performed by Messrs Witchell

and Acton, with the exception of a few of the early plates which were measured

by Prof. Eddington and Mr Jones. Messrs Witchell and Acton have also been

responsible for the computation of the star constants. Mr Witchell has been

responsible for keeping the instrument in adjustment, and has made most of the

observations necessary, from time to time, for testing the errors of adjustment.

The reductions and discussion of the whole series of observations have been

made by Mr H. S. Jones.

F. W. DYSON.

Royal Observatory, Greenwich,

1920 Oct. 29.
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TABLE I.

RESULTS OF MEASURES OF LATITUDE PLATES.

GROUP I.
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GROUP II.—continued.
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GROUP II.—continued.

Date.
Plate

No.
Temp.

Mean Z.D. North.

3, i- 5.6. 9, lo.

lO
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GROUP Ul.—continued.
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GROUP l\.—continued.
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GROUP lY.—continued.
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GROUP N.—continued.

Date.
Plate

No.
Temp.

Mean Z.D. North.

I, 2. 3. 4- 9. lo.

lo
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GROUP YL—continued.
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GROUP YUI.—continued.

Date.
Plate

No.
Temp.

Mean Z.D. North.

3. 4- 5,6.

lO
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GROUP YIII.—continued.
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GROUP IX.—continued.
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GROUP XL

Date.
Plate

No.
Temp.

Mean Z.D. North.

3. 4- 5,6.

lO
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GROUP Xll.—continued.
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GROUP XIII.
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GROUP XIU.—continued.
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GROUP XIV.
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GEOUP XIY.—continued.
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GEOUP XlY.—conlinued.
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GROUP XW.—continued.

Date.
Plate

No.
Temp.

Mean Z.D. North.

3. 4- 5,6.

lo
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GROUP XVI.
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GROUP XYL—continued.

Date.
Plate

No.
Temp.

Mean Z.D. North.

3. 4- 5,6.

lO
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